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Name:  _key_
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE x70 Exam No. 1 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you with solving the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 120 minutes or the 
end of the day, whatever comes first then to submission on Canvas will close. In that case email this test to the instructor  and accept a 2 point late 
submission penalty for the each started hour counting from 2 pm.

DL: _10 ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Problem 1A (20pts.)
Consider the following function FN, and a main program that utilizes it. 
Assume no pointer or other typecasting errors, and that operating system does not catch out of range 
memory access.  Indicate what will be printed. Use “???” for unpredictable values.

#include <iostream>
int a;
void FN(int b, int& c, int *d) {
    a++; b++; c++; (*d)++; d++;
    static int a = 0;
    a++;
}
void main() {
    a = 11; int b = 12, c = 13, d = 14;
    FN(a, b, &c);
    std::cout << a << " " << b << " " << c << " " << d << " ";
    FN(a, c, &d);
    std::cout << a << " " << b << " " << c << " " << d << std::endl;
} /* PRINTED:

  __12_     __13_     __14_     __14_     __13_     __13_     __15_     __15_
  Note: some fields may remain blank, each mistake costs 2.5 points until 20 */

Problem 1B Quick Questions (5pts.)
Answer the questions either by writing in an answer, or erasing all incorrect answers from the list:

 The range of values that can be stored in uint16_t variable is between _0_ and _65535_ 
 Floating point division by zero results in:   crash   undefined behavior   Inf   NaN
 Integer division by zero results in:      crash   undefined behavior   Inf   NaN
 The loop    for (signed int x=1; x>0; x++ ) ; results in 

Answer (2p.):                   runs_forever   ends   undefined behavior
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Problem 2A (24pts.)
Analyze and complete the provided program.  It reads data from one file and counts something.  The file 

name is hard-coded.  All blanks have to be filled.  Read comments embedded in the code for more 

information about the program.  The question 2B indirectly Asks what is being counted.

#include <cstring>

#include <iostream>

#include <_fstream_> // Only one more library is needed

using namespace std;

int main() {

    _size_t_ numchars = 0; // always positive number, may be large

    _ifstream_ stream("file.txt");

    if ( _ifstream.fail()_ ) { return(1); } // failed to open

    while ( true ) {

        char buffer[1024];

        _stream_ . _getline_ ( buffer , _1024_ ); // read one line from the stream

        if ( _stream.fail()_ ) _break_ ; // exit loop if file ended

        numchars = numchars + strlen( _buffer_ );

    }

    _stream_ . _close_ (); // explicitly close it

    cout << "The count is " << numchars << endl;

    return(0);

}

Problem 2B Quick Questions (1pt.)

Answer the following tricky question by circling correct the correct answer:

The variable  numchars contains 
the total number of bytes in the file:                                 false   true
// Note: we did not count ‘\n’ characters 
//       that were extracted by ifstream::getline(..) and disposed of.

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 3A (24pts.)
Implement the function that counts the number of characters between the first occurrence of ()s. 
The provided examples illustrate the intended operation. The sequence “qwe…” illustrates a random 
sequence of characters that can be enythiong. The sequence “123…” illustrates a random sequence of 
characters that are being counted. They do not have to be digits.

Passed data: return value: comment:
"" 0 no () results in 0 count
"qwerty" 0 no () results in 0 count
"qwer)ty" 0 no opening results in 0 count
"qwe)r(ty" 0 closing ) after ( not found
"qwer(ty" 0 closing ) not found
"(1234)" 4 only between ()s are counted
"qwe(1234)rty" 4 only between ()s are counted
"qwe(1234)" 4 only between ()s are counted
"(1234)qwerty" 4 only between ()s are counted
"qw)erty(1234)qwe" 4 closing before opening is ignored
"qw)er(12(34)qwe" 4 second opening is ignored
"qwe(1234)rtyqw(ert)yqwe" 4 second or more ()s are ignored

size_t special_count(const string & data) {

    _size_t_ pos1 = data._find_( _'('_, 0 );

    if ( pos1 _!=_ string::npos ) {

        _size_t_ pos2 = data._find_( _'('_, _pos1_ );

        if ( pos2 _!=_ string::npos ) {

            return( _pos2 – pos1 - 1_ ); 

        else

            return( _0_ ); 

    }

    return( _0_ ); 

}

Problem 3B Quick Questions (1pts.)

Answer the following question by circling correct the correct answer:

The last character of a string data has the position of data[data.size()-1].  Is it always a valid statement?: yes  no

// It is true for every non-empty string.
// However, an empty string does not have the last character, 
// Attempting accessing data out of range will result in undefined behavior

Total errors this page: ____
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Problem 4 (25pts.)
Analyze the functionality and complete blanks in the provided class definition.  Not all blanks need to be filled. 

//* THE HEADER FILE – hardware.h *

#ifndef _HARD

#define __HARD_

class hardware {

private:

    _static_ size_t total; // this is a singe global variable for all objects

public:

    hardware()__;

    ~hardware(__)__;

    void do_something();

};

_#endif_

__________________________________________________________________________

//* THE CPP FILE – hardware.cpp *

_#include_ _"hardware.h"_ __

_size_t_ _hardware_ _::_total = 0; // the global in-class variable initializaiton

hardware::hardware(__)__ {

    // initialize only when the first object is created

    if (total == _0_) { /* code to initialize is here */ }

    total++;

}

__ _hardware_ _::_~hardware(__)__ {

    // shutdown only when the last object is destroyed

    if (total == _1_) { /* code to shutdown is here */ }

    total--;

}

_void_ _hardware_ _::_ do_something(__)__ { /* do something with with the hardware 

*/ }

Total errors this page: ____
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